Choose your homework from the menu below.
The chilli rating suggests the difficulty or challenge the
homework may offer. You need to complete 1 starter, 1
main course and 1 dessert.
You should attempt at least one ‘flaming hot’ task!

Starters

:

1. Complete a Geography word search, give the definition of each key
word in the space provided. (worksheet to be printed and issued)
2. Research the 16 points of the compass. Draw these out neatly.
Write 6 questions using compass directions.
3. Using a scale draw 7 – 10 items in your bedroom to scale. Remember
to label your drawings and write down the scale.

Main courses:
4. Create a Facebook page for someone who lives in a foreign country
of your choice. Include details about their culture, landmarks in their
country and how their country differs to ours. You can create a facebook
page using www.classtools.net/FB/home-page
5. Create a poster about Spain, France or Italy. What type of culture
does it have? What is the climate like? What jobs do people do? Etc.
Make your poster bright and colourful, clear and correct.
6. Pick one European country. Create a map of the European country.
Label your map, add on the key physical and human features of this
country,
Think about the different landscapes the country might have, add on the
capital city, names of places, a compass, different famous landmarks,
rivers, roads that are important.
7. Create a treasure map. It can be designed however you wish. Plot a
starting point and an ‘X’ for the treasure. Describe using grid references,
compass direction and a scale where you travel from and to, to reach
the treasure.
Remember to plot on your map the numbers for grid references. Use
key words in your description.

Dessert:
8. Write a blog entry describing a backpacking visit to a country of your
choice. Describe what you have been doing, and what you plan on doing
next. You can complete this using a computer or as a written piece
9. Create a model of a landmark of your choice which accurately
demonstrates height using contour lines. Layer your model to represent
the height of the land and describe what your model shows. Such
landmarks to attempt may include the Parthenon, Hogwarts Castle or
the fort at Castle Acre
10. Create a 3d model or cake of the world map, which identifies
countries, continents and oceans. There are 3d nets available for
printing if you want to take this home to complete.
http://www.3dgeography.co.uk/make-a-globe

